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MOTION 1
Comes now, John Edward Rowe by Lawyer Appointment, for the Private Attorney General's
Across America, representing James Thomas Michaels Jr, (herein known as Claimant),
whereby there is a motion to the Human Rights Tribunal (hereinafter "court"), to
determine the status of continued Trafficking in Persons Protocol (hereinafter
"Trafficking") while already in violations under Change of Venue with possible causes to
violations of Articles under The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereinafter
"UDHR") violations consistent with Trafficking and UDHR and War crimes, as continuously
applied against Claimant, http://reignoftheheavens.com/?p=4049

MOTION 2
And
Comes now, John Edward Rowe through investigations to disclose specific facts relating with claims
as made by Claimant, that the claimant is most likely aware of the INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC NOTICE
OF WITHDRAWAL OF REPRESENTATION now held by Private Foreign Association, further as
submitted into International Notice by, The office of Secretary of State effective 09-22-2018.
Internationally recorded therein, whereby representation in 1st in Time and 1st in Right under The
United States of America and the American National Union, has been rescinded above on the
effective date, therefore making et al Bankers and Banking and et al contracts void and now vacant
to carry on any legal force or binding in effect from any time-line of inception 1784. This effect shall
restore the Parties where the Bankers and Banking (herein known as the 1st Banks) of the Bank of
New York also known as The Bank of New York Mellon and includes the Bank of North America with
The United States of America and the Perpetual Union of 1781 now established as the North
American Union, and thereby NOTICED of withdrawing historical Affiliation and/or Association
through the original charter of seventeen hundred eighty four (1784), of the herein stated or future
dates of this time-line created as Affiliates and/or Associations and/or other entities.
And aforementioned the 1st Banks institutions, and et al, shall include any derivative of Political
Unit made thereafter when making for authority of Political Power or not, made by legal or lawful
delegation or no legal or lawful delegation.

And thereby no representation of all The United States of America and the Perpetual Union of 1781
now established as the North American Union, money, coin, or currency including made as legal
tender or not, is vacant of any form of representation,
And the 1st Banks, et al, and others presumed political, civil, executive, judicial, National, residence,
public property and/or Religious representation is hereby withdrawn,
http://nationalgreatregistry.generalpostoffice.international/images/9/9a/20180922-INPWITHDRAWAL_OF_REPRESENTATION_THE_BANK_OF_NEW_YORK_A.K.A._THE_BANK_OF_NEW_Y
ORK_MELLON_AND_THE_BANK_OF_NORTH_AMERICA.pdf
Thereby all incumbrances and all encumbrances are void, thereby removes any right or interest,
which thereby in unjoin, and no Private government, or Private NGO, or Corporate Body Politic has
authority to apply their own rules upon those not in their Private government, Rules or force
Religion, or to apply Illuminati-Socialist-Communism as disclosed in the F.D. Roosevelt manifesto.
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